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A Novel Pairing Algorithm for High-Speed
Large-Scale Switches
Joe Shang-Chieh Wu and Ying-Dar Lin, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Motivated by the observation that switch throughput
is mainly limited by the number of the maximum matching or
pairing, instead of the head-of-line (HOL) effect, a pairing algorithm trying to maximize the number of pairing, for switches with
buffers in each input port is proposed. As shown in the related
formula and simulation data, this algorithm performs well and can
boost the switch throughput to 0.981 from traditional 0.632 when
= 4 even as the switch size
.
Index Terms—ATM switch, head-of-line, input queueing,
matching, pairing.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

MONG the four famous asynchronous transfer mode
(ATM) switch architectures, shared memory, shared
medium, and output-queued are inadequate for large-scale
input-queued
switches [1]. However, traditional
, under
switches suffer from low throughput, 0.586 as
uniform Bernoulli traffic [2].
The poor performance for input-queued switches is the compound result of head-of-line (HOL) blocking as well as bipartite
, is also
graph matching whose throughput, 0.632 as
low [2]. In the past, several researchers [3]–[10] focused on improving HOL blocking. Nevertheless, the performance of bipartite graph matching should be investigated if higher throughput
is desired.
The analysis in [2], based on switches without input queues,
can be viewed as the throughput analysis of maximum matching
of a bipartite graph [1]. The number of pairings of any matching
algorithms is clearly bounded by that of maximum matching.
A pairing algorithm, trying to maximize the number of
buffers in each input port is propairing, for switches with
posed. For a bipartite graph, by allowing some nodes matched
to more than one node, which is quite different from traditional
matching algorithm, the number of pairings of our algorithm is
not smaller than that of maximum matching. In the following
sections, we present the architecture and its algorithm of this
pairing method, and analyze its throughput.
II. ARCHITECTURE
The
switching architecture investigated in this letter
has the following features:
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1)
buffers located in each input port;
2) no buffers located in each output port, and a nonblocking
internetwork is assumed;
3) more than one packet is allowed to be emitted from an
input port during each time slot.
The following three problems immediately arise for this architecture.
1) Why not allocate some buffers in each output port when
buffers are already used?
all
2) Which buffer should an incoming packet choose among
buffers when it enters an input port?
3) How can one choose emitting packets during each time
slot?
The lack of buffers in the output ports is a must for a highswitch with one buffer
speed large-scale switch. Given a
in each output port, also known as an output-queued switch traditionally, the access speed of the buffer must be at least times
faster than that of input ports because it is possible that difinput ports happen to go to the same
ferent packets from
output port during some time slot. Take a 16 × 16, 622 Mb/s
(OC12) output-queued switch for example, the access speed of
s
the output buffer must be faster than
ns! Clearly it is not a good idea to construct larger (>16) or
faster (>622 Mb/s) switches by putting buffers in output ports.
Two methods have been proposed for the second problem.
The first one, given in [9], is simple and intuitive where each
output ports. In each input port, the
buffer takes care of
th buffer stores packets whose destination ports range from
th to the
th output ports. The
the
second one [8], [10], [11], performing well for bursty traffic,
tries to put consecutive incoming packets into the same buffer if
their destination ports are the same. No matter which method is
packets at the head of
buffers
chosen, there are at most
different output ports in each input buffer
trying to go to
during each time slot.
The last problem is not fully investigated yet. However, the
solution must be simple, scalable, and easy to be parallelized if
it is used to build high-speed large-scale switches. An algorithm
and the related properties are given in the next section.
III. THE ALGORITHM AND ITS PROPERTIES
During each time slot, the following three steps are done sequentially.
1) Each nonempty input port with head-of-buffer packets,
whose output ports are all different, sends out candidate
signals, containing the identifier of the input port, to
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TABLE I
SWITCH THROUGHPUT

Fig. 1.

Candidate signals and grant signals.

related output ports. An example is given in the upper part
of Fig. 1, where five input ports send out candidate signals
to six output ports.
2) When an output port receives candidate signals from
different input ports, it chooses one randomly among
these input ports. A grant signal, containing the identifier of this output port, sends back to the chosen input
port. The lower part of Fig. 1 shows the result for an example.
3) When an input port receives the grant signals, it sends
out the granted packets to the output ports. More than
one packets are allowed to be sent out from an input port,
and the internetwork is assumed to be able to handle this
situation.
Some properties for this algorithm can be obtained as follows.
1) Because of no buffers in output ports, at most one packet
can be sent to each output port during each time slot.
2) More than one packet can be sent out from each input
port during each time slot. To meet the requirement of this
algorithm, the access speed of the internetwork is times
faster than that of input ports; otherwise, copies of the
internetwork are used if the access speed is not faster.
3) Each of the above three steps can be parallelized. In the
first step, all nonempty input ports can send out candidate
signals simultaneously. In the second step, all signaled
output ports can make decisions simultaneously. In the
last step, all chosen input ports can again send out packets
simultaneously.

4) Given any scenario, the number of transmitted packets
by this algorithm is not fewer than that of the maximum
matching algorithm. That is, this algorithm outperforms
the maximum matching in terms of the number of transmitted packets. The detailed proof by graph theory can be
found in [11], and its concept is given here. The number of
resulting pairs, (input port , output port ), by the maximum matching algorithm, is the same as that by our algorithm if each output port ’s degree is unity, or is fewer
than that by our algorithm if any output port ’s degree
is larger than one because we can find one or more new
pairs from this output port.
IV. ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION
For a
switch with
buffers in each input port,
switch throughput, can be defined as the utilization of output
trunk when the system is fully loaded. It can be also viewed as
the throughput of unbuffered switches under uniform Bernoulli
traffic, which is the upper bound of buffered switches under the
same traffic [2].
is the number of head-of-buffer
For each input port, if
clearly and some values can be obtained
packets,
as follows.
1) The number of possible combinations of ports chosen
.
from output ports at a time is
2) The number of possible combinations of ports chosen
output ports at a time is
if a particular
from
output port is chosen already.
3) The possibility of any input port sending a
candidate signal to a particular output port is
.
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4) For a particular output port, the probability, denoted by
, of receiving at least one candidate signal is
. Clearly is
when
.
. Hence, it is
5) Switch throughput is
for a
switch and approach
when
.
and our simuTable I shows the values of
lation result. An unbuffered switch with buffers in each input
port is simulated, and 107 packets are generated randomly for
pair. Both analysis and simulation show almost
each
. In fact,
the same result and perform very well when
, when the
the switch throughput reaches 0.981, i.e.,
.
switch size
V. CONCLUSION
Many researchers [3]–[10] focus on reducing HOL blocking
to improve the throughput of input-queued switches; however,
the poor performance, 0.632, of the maximum matching is
also an important factor for poor performance, 0.586, of
input-queued switches [2]. The proposed algorithm can boost
and
the switch capacity to 0.981 from 0.632 when
.
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